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This theesis is an exxploration of
o the concept of evil. It attempts to define whhat we mean
n by this
elusive concept and
a
its rellevance to human beehaviour. The
T
thesis then deveelops an
operatioonal definittion of evil that is disttilled from the writinggs of variouus social sccientists.
The theesis argues, however, that
t
in addittion to merrely definingg evil, theree are three emotive
elementts that also go towards our prepareedness to laabel an act as
a evil.

The theesis then examines
e
thhe causes of
o evil actss. The thessis argues tthat the intteractive
causatioon, of situattion and dissposition, iss the most robust
r
explaanation of eevil acts. Th
he thesis
rejects the notion of the evil person, insstead arguin
ng that it is ordinary ppeople who commit
evil acts.

The theesis then exaamines the causes of genocide,
g
th
he most evill of acts, annd links thiss back to
the prevvious discusssion of cauusal factors of evil acts.. Germany’s war againnst the Sovieet Union
in World War II, in particulaar the role of the Wafffen-SS is then
t
discusssed. The deeath and
destructtion during this conflicct would reesult not jusst from miliitary operattions, but allso from
the systtematic killing and abuuse that thee Waffen-SS
S directed against
a
Jews, Commun
nists and
ordinaryy citizens. This
T thesis provides
p
a clear, conciise history of
o the Wafffen-SS camp
paign of
conquesst and gennocide in Russia.
R
By drawing on
o the besst of militaary and Ho
olocaust

scholarship, this thesis dispels the myths that have distorted the role of the Waffen-SS, in
both the military operations themselves and the unthinkable crimes that were part of them.

The thesis then utilises the case study of the Waffen-SS to highlight the application of the
interactive causation explanation in regards to evil acts. The conventional wisdom that the
Waffen-SS in WWII fought a relatively clean fight, unsullied by the atrocities committed by
the Nazis, is challenged – and largely demolished. Focusing on the Eastern Front, the thesis
contends that the Nazi vision of a racial-ideological death struggle against Slavic hordes and
their Jewish-Bolshevik commissars resonated with soldiers of the Waffen-SS, steeped in
traditional anti-Semitic and racist dogmas. In doing so the thesis clearly shows that the
Waffen-SS was an organisation that committed widespread atrocities. The thesis then applies
the operational definition of evil to the case study and determines that the acts committed by
the Waffen-SS were in fact evil. It also contends that the concept of evil is useful in
explaining human atrocity. In conducting this examination the thesis provides some insight
into the challenges facing society from preventing future broad-scale acts of evil.

